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Introduction 

his book fulfils one very simple role: it provides a categorised selection of reference 
exercises for drum kit coordination in a timekeeping context. In simple terms, these 
exercises provide a specific route for developing coordination for different types of drum 

grooves. 

This book is not an attempt to provide stylistic, conceptual, or musical analysis, and for this reason 
it should be tackled with a competent teacher who can apply this material in its correct context. 
Instead, this book is a centralised reference for the common patterns used when playing many 
popular styles of music, which allows the student (and teacher) to quickly address issues of 
coordination, and provide structured practice material for the student to use in a simple and easily 
accessible manner. 

This volume covers the fundamental binary patterns for use in funk-fusion styles of drumming. 
This means that these patterns are based on the quarter note, comprising groups of two 8th notes, 
four 16th notes, or eight 32nd notes. This is in contrast to ternary patterns, which are based on the 
dotted quarter note, and groups of three 8th notes, six 16th notes, and twelve 32nd notes. For the 
sake of clarity and focus, these and other reference patterns are presented in separate volumes. 
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How to Use This Book 

 

The pattern sets in this book present the typical combinations found in contemporary drum kit 
playing. Though the sets are extensive in their coordination permutations, they are intentionally 
devoid of accents, ghost notes, and stickings. This is for a number of reasons. 

Firstly, the student is encouraged to practise each set with either hand, meaning each set should 
be practised with their non-dominant hand playing the hi-hat part, as well as with their dominant. 
In patterns which require patterns played between the hands, such as the 16th note pattern in set 
2.1, and the paradiddle variations which follow it, each set should be played with both the 
dominant and non-dominant hands leading. 

 Pattern 2.1, right-hand lead: 

 

 Pattern 2.1, left-hand lead: 

 

 

Secondly, the position of accents and ghost notes is left up to the student, who is encouraged to 
experiment with typical and atypical placement. Typically, the downbeats on beats 2 and 4 are 
accented, but this need not be the case. 

 Pattern 1.1 combination, typical accents: 

 

 Pattern 1.1 combination, accent variation: 
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Further Coordination  

Once a set has been completed, the student may wish to apply a further layer of coordination with 
the introduction of the foot-operated hi-hat. In this case, the cymbal pattern from the sets should 
be played on the ride cymbal. There are various positions in which this can be played, all of which 
add a new coordination challenge, whilst adding to the musical variety. 

The following are suggestions for the placement of the foot-operated hi-hat: 

 

 

 

 

Part of the challenge will be to discern the location of each note of these hi-hat patterns against 
the combination to which they are being applied. The first suggestion comprising four quarter 
notes should be used as the starting point, as every pattern throughout every set is divided and 
beamed into quarter notes. 

 

 

 

In the above example, the first hi-hat foot pattern has been applied to a paradiddle-based pattern 
from set 2.2. To accommodate this, the cymbal part has been moved to the ride cymbal. 

 

 

 

In the above example, the fourth hi-hat foot pattern has been applied to the same paradiddle 
pattern, with the cymbal pattern once again moved to the ride cymbal.  
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Combinations 

Material from the sets can be combined in various ways. Firstly, lettered exercises within each set 
can be combined to create longer phrases. For example, within set 1.1 – Bass Drum Set, the 
student may combine b with c to create a four-beat combination. 

Secondly, material from within the same category can be combined. For example, the student may 
combine pattern d from 1.1 – Bass Drum Set with f from 1.1 – Snare Drum Set to create a more 
intricate four-beat combination with two moving parts, namely the bass drum and the snare drum. 

Thirdly, material from completed different sets can be combined, such that the hi-hat pattern or 
ostinato changes within the combination. For example, the student may combine c from 2.2 – 
Bass Drum Set, with d from 2.4 – Bass Drum Set Extended. This sort of combination allows 
for near-limitless variations of new patterns and coordination challenges. 

With regards to pattern combinations, it is neither necessary nor productive to attempt to tackle 
all possible combinations using any of the above permutations. The main idea here is to discover 
new patterns, learn the coordination required, and to apply them to your own playing. Rather than 
attempting to tackle as many combinations as possible, a more productive approach is to deeply 
integrate a smaller selection of patterns into your vocabulary.  

Vocabulary 

Despite the title of this book, its ultimate purpose is the acquisition of new vocabulary. Working 
on coordination patterns like those presented here exposes the student to new ideas, combinations, 
and applications, which will directly inform and expand their repertoire when it comes to 
timekeeping and groove playing. 

The student is encouraged to spend time truly internalising and memorising the patterns within 
the sets, such that they are available and ready to be played when called upon in a musical situation. 
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Set 1.1 

The patterns in this set are based on a typical 8th note groove pattern: 

 

 

 

This pattern emphasises the downbeat with the snare drum on beats 2 and 4, which should be 
maintained through all of the variations. In the Snare Drum, Combined, and Linear sets, the 
player can experiment with the position of accents and ghost notes, though the groove generally 
flows best when the downbeat is accented. 

 

 

 

The above example shows a potential combination, derived from the vocabulary presented in this 
section. Here, the first downbeat on beat 2 is subverted; a ghost note plays on the beat, with two 
accents on the off-beat 16th notes coming straight afterwards. By way of resolution, the second 
downbeat on beat 4 is accented as normal. This demonstrates how the use of ghost notes and 
accents can change the overall feel of a given pattern.  
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1.1 – Bass Drum Set 
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1.1 – Snare Drum Set 
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1.1 – Combined Set 
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1.1 – Linear Set 

 


